
YMCA of Fredericton

Lane Swim (Ages 10+)
Increase your endurance and cardiovascular 
fitness at your own pace. Lanes are divided by 
speed. This is open for all participants who want 
to swim lengths. 

Adult Leisure Swim (Ages 18+)
Open to adults for casual swimming, exercising 
in place or stretching in the warm water Leisure 
Pool. Pool depth: 3’8”. 

Adult Open Swim (Ages 18+)
This is an open swim for adults in the Lap Pool. 

Adult Leisure (Ages 18+)
Participants will enjoy swimming and exercising 
in place in the warm water Leisure Pool. Pool 
depth: 3’8”. 

*NEW* The Social
A time to chat and catch up between our 
morning AquaFitness classes! 

AquaFit .

A class for all fitness levels! The high resistance 
of water and available equipment offers an 
excellent, full body workout while minimizing 
impact on joints. The shallow end is available for 
non-swimmers.

AquaStretch 
Physical conditioning in our warm water Leisure 
Pool. Ideal for people with joint issues. We place 
emphasis on stretching and muscle toning to 
improve and retain range of motion. Pool depth: 
3’8”.

Aqua Yoga
A gentle water exercise class in our warm water 
Leisure Pool. It uses the basic exercises, 
principles and movements of yoga and adapts 
them to a shallow-water environment. With the 
release of gravity, the body is able to find the 
best stretch that mat yoga may restrict. It’s a 
fantastic practice for anyone who is interested in 
improving their breath, flexibility and focus. Any 
person of any fitness level can improve their 
wellness through Aqua Yoga. Pool depth 3’8”.

Aqua Zumba
A class for those looking to make a splash by 
adding a low-impact, high-energy aquatic 
exercise to their fitness routine. Aqua 
Zumba® blends the Zumba® philosophy with 
water resistance, for one pool party you 
shouldn’t miss!

Adapted Aquatics
A fun swim for people with intellectual and 
physical needs. Swimmers will enjoy exercising, 
swimming, stretching and playing in our warm 
water Leisure Pool. Pool depth: 3’8”.

Early Years Swim (Ages 0-5 years)
Come in and enjoy our warm water Leisure Pool 
with your young one. This is a great place to 
socialize with other parents and their babies. 
Select toys and PFD’s are available. Pool depth 
3’8”.

Family Swim
An open swim to enjoy the pool with family and 
friends. Select toys and PFD’s are available for 
your use. Pool location varies.

To ensure and promote a safe aquatic experience, the YMCA of Fredericton has the following Admission Standards:

Children 5 years and under: Parent/guardian must be in the water within arms reach of the child.
Children 6-12 years old: May swim on their own in the pool. However, parent or guardian MUST be on the pool 
deck or in the gallery.
Children 13 years or older: May swim in the pool on their own.
Any child under the age of 13 years old must be accompanied by a parent/guardian while they are in the YMCA 
of Fredericton.


